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MY ARTWORK
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We l c o m e t o t h e C h i l d r e n i n t h e W i l d e r n e s s C a m p

We want you to have fun, but there are some rules you
need to follow to make sure that you stay safe .

Remember there are lots of wild animals around so take
care and be aware of your surroundings.
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I D REAM … I W ISH …
One thing I would like to be really good at is:

When I grow up I want to be:

My favourite place is:

My favourite subject at school is:
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MY TEAM
I am in ___________________________________ team with :

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________

_______________________ from ________________________
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RESPECT
Outside everyone is different
Inside we’re just the same.
Everyone has feelings.
The way that you treat others
Is the way that they’ll treat you.
So, respect each other’s differences
And they’ll respect yours too.
The planet is also a living thing
And this too needs respect
It is our only home!

Respect is a way of life
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LEADERSHIP AND VALUES
What makes a good leader?
 A good leader listens
 A good leader makes decisions
 A good leader can admit mistakes
 A good leader takes responsibility
 A good leader remains calm under pressure
 A good leader inspires others to follow
 A good leader is willing to do the right thing, even if it makes him/her
unpopular.
What are Values?
Values are the beliefs, feelings and skills that guide a good leader. Here are
a few important leadership values:
 Awareness – knowing and understanding yourself, other people and the
environment.
 Creativity – seeing and coming up with solutions, ideas and plans.
 Integrity – being reliable and trustworthy, staying true to what you can
achieve (your potential).
 Perseverance – to keep going on, and remaining strong when you
experience complication, tragedy or people going against what you
believe.
 Service – sharing resources and skills selflessly and effectively, using your
strength and experience to take meaningful action and contribute to a
great good.
 Focus – recognising and concentrating on important information.
 Empathy / Compassion – understanding a person’s feelings, and motives.
Admit – to make something known
responsibility – to take control
inspires – to encourage/give support to people to do something
unpopular – not liked
beliefs – things people believe to be true
skills – the ability to do something well
solutions – coming up with the answer to a problem
reliable – someone you can trust or depend on
trustworthy – when you trust that someone is honest and truthful
achieve – to do something successfully
complication – when something becomes difficult
tragedy – an event that causes disaster or despair
resources – stock or supply
selflessly – being concerned more about others than yourself
effectively – done properly to achieve a goal
recognising – seeing and understanding
concentrating – focusing all of your attention
motives – reason for doing something
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TIPPY TAPS
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FIND YOUR TEAM
Colour in the star to show which bird is your Team Bird. Read all the facts about your
Team Bird, and come up with a war cry for your team. Fill in your team members
names on page 5 

AFRICAN HONEY BEES

This is my group

1. The honeybee is a social insect, feeding on pollen and nectar of flowering plants,
while at the same time providing the essential service of transferring pollen from
one flower to another – thereby facilitating pollination and the reproduction of
flowering plants, and crops.
2. Honeybees are used to pollinate about 50 crops across southern Africa, including
sunflower seeds and subtropical fruit (like bananas, mangoes and litchis). Imagine
your world without all the fruits and vegetables we rely on for a healthy diet!
3. Honeybees communicate by performing a series of dance moves. Through the
number of turns, duration of the dance and the moves themselves, they can
communicate the distance of the food and the direction of the food in relation to
the sun.
4. Honey bees hatch from eggs, and are then called larva. They are then fed by
worker bees and develop through several stages in the cells. Cells are covered by
worker bees when the larva pupates.
5. A group of honeybees is a colony of honeybees. Make up a song and maybe
even a honeybee dance with your colony.
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GREEN-BANDED SWALLOWTAIL BUTTERFLIES
This is my group

1. The Narrow Green-banded Swallowtail is most commonly found in forested
habitats but they are known to venture out in to the surrounding areas in search
of food.
2. Adults are known to feed on a variety of flowers and the males participate in
puddling - drinking water and extracting minerals from damp puddles.
3. To grow into an adult they go through four stages: egg, caterpillar, pupa and
adult. In the stage of being a caterpillar, it must eat as much as possible to grow
and gain strength for its metamorphosis in the pupa form, where it changes from
a caterpillar to a beautiful butterfly!
4. It feeds on local native flowers nectar and pollen, and so is an important
pollinator.
5. The collective noun for a group of butterflies is a swarm or a kaleidoscope. Make
up a song for your swarm of butterflies.
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STREAM HAWKER DRAGONGFLY
This is my group

1. Dragonflies eat other insects, such as flies and mosquitoes, as well as other
smaller dragonflies. They’ll even snack on a butterfly! They can eat something
that big because they’re able to open their mouths very wide and chomp on
their prey with their powerful jaws.
2. The lifecycle of a dragonfly sees them going from eggs to larva (where they are
called nymphs), before molting or shedding their skins to become adult
dragonflies.
3. A dragonfly’s eyes take up most of its head. This means they have incredible
vision and get a panoramic view all around them – they can spot prey up to 12
metres away in any direction.
4. Dragonfly wings are pretty amazing too. Because dragonflies can use each of
their four wings independently, they’re able to fly forwards, backwards and
sideways, as well as hovering.
5. A group of dragonflies is called a cluster of dragonflies. Make up a song and
dance for your cluster of dragonflies.
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AFRICAN MOON MOTH
This is my group

1. Moths go through a life cycle of various stages that takes them from being an
egg, to larva (better known as the caterpillar), then the pupa which is inside a silk
cocoon where the metamorphosis happens (the change from a caterpillar to a
moth), and finally the adult moth. Each of the first stages is very important to the
development and growth of what is to become an adult moth.
2. The African Moon Moth lays its eggs in Marula trees, and so larvae feed on the
leaves of Marula trees.
3. Moths, like many other insects, use light, such as the moon or the sun as their
mechanism for navigating (finding their direction) flight.
4. You’re very lucky if you see an African Moon Moth, as they have very short life
spans (between 7 and 10 days) and are nocturnal meaning that they are most
active at night.
5. A group of moths is called a whisper of moths. Make up a song for your whisper
of moths.
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ECO-TOURISM
WHAT IS ECO-TOURISM?
Tourism is to travel to a place where you don’t live for a holiday. A person
who does this is called a tourist.
Hospitality is the friendly and generous welcome and entertainment of
guests, visitors, or tourists coming to where you live or work.
Eco-Tourism is environmentally responsible travel, where tourists go to enjoy
and appreciate nature and cultural experiences.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF ECOTOURISM?








Eco-Tourists spend money in areas that have natural beauty and where
the environment is well cared for.
Eco-Tourists help to create jobs in these areas – because they need
somewhere to sleep, a guide, and food to eat etc.
Eco-Tourists become aware of the natural beauty of an area, and wish to
visit it again, or tell their friends to visit it – which brings more money into
these areas.
Eco-Tourists help to take care of the environment – they take nothing from
it, and leave nothing behind (like litter).
Eco-Tourists learn about local history and culture.
Eco-Tourists need services, thereby creating employment opportunities for
the local community members.

For good eco-tourism, which benefits local people, there must be three
ingredients:
1. A beautiful natural wilderness area, being well taken care of, with good
biodiversity
2. People who want to visit that place (tourists)
3. People to look after the tourists when they get there (hospitality)
A wilderness area is a region where the land is in a natural state; where
impacts from human activities are minimal. It is also sometimes called a wild
or natural area.
Wilderness areas are important because:





They provide long-term protection for animals and plants (conservation);
They protect our continent’s spectacular natural beauty;
They protect our continent’s natural biodiversity;
Protected wilderness areas provide opportunity for employment.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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BIRDS, BUGS AND TREE WALK
Write a few notes, or draw a few pictures of what
you learnt on your walk with your guide

MY INSECT
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ALL ABOUT INSECTS
NTRODUCTION
There are thousands of different kinds of interesting and important insects in southern
Africa. This will help you name some that you may find in your house and outdoors.
WHAT IS AN INSECT?
Insects are the most common of all
animals. They have six legs and
three body parts: a head, a thorax
and an abdomen. Most insects also
have wings, and all have one pair of
feelers, or antennae and eyes.

ARE INSECTS HELPFUL?
Some insects give us food such as honey, pollinate flowers or help to break down
dead plants and animals. Some eat other insect pests or are food for birds and
animals. Other insects can spread diseases, make cattle and sheep sick, or eat
crops. But, overall we depend on insects to keep our eco-system in balance.
There are several different groups of insects you can learn to recognize:
DRAGONFLIES

TERMITES

MOTHS

COCKROACHES

GRASSHOPPERS

BEETLES
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MANTIDS

TRUE BUGS

FLEAS

STICK INSECT

FLIES

BUTTERFLIES

BEES

ANTS

WASPS
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AN INSECT’S LIFE CYCLE
Most insects go through four stages in their life cycle. Using the example of a
butterfly, look at the four distinct phases of an insect’s life. Once you’ve looked at
the butterfly’s lifecycle, go through all the other team’s insect’s lifecycles.

Finally, once the
pupar has
finished its
metamorphosis, it
emerges as a
butterfly

A butterfly lays an
egg

The caterpillar
pupates, making
a cocoon for
itself to grow and
change

The egg hatches into a
caterpillar - we call this the
larva

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT INSECTS
Adaptations:
Insects have adapted in certain ways to increase their chances of survival in the
wild. An adaptation is a special skill or characteristic that helps an animal survive in
its environment. An adaptation may help an animal hunt, hide, or attract a mate.
For example, insects might use camouflage to blend into their surroundings and hide
from predators. They might also have defense mechanisms, which protect them
from predators. For example, bees use their hives a fortress, and depend on their
numbers to protect themselves.
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Antennae or feelers:
Insects have many different uses for their antennae or feelers. They use them to help
them sense the word around them. They might use them to feel, smell, sense
vibrations (which is similar to hearing), and taste.
An insect’s body is often covered in tiny hairs, which are called sensillae. These
sensillae are connected to nerves. These tiny hairs help the insect to feel – they can
tell when an object is close by, they can figure out where to fly (navigate), they can
pick up on vibrations and changes in air currents.
INSECT RELATIVES
Other creatures are sometimes wrongly called insects. The following are not insects
because they have more than six legs, do not have a backbone and never have
wings. They are called Invertebrates.
You can identify invertebrate groups by their shape and the number of legs, and
therefore they are not insects:
 No legs: Snails, slugs, earthworms and flatworms.
 Eight legs: Spiders, harvestmen, sunspiders, scorpions, whipscorpions, ticks
and mites.
 Many legs: Centipedes and millipedes.
SPIDER

SUNSPIDER

HARVESTMAN

SCORPION
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WHIPSCORPION

WOODLOUSE

MILLIPEDE

MITE

TICK

CENTIPEDE

REMEMBER WHAT MAKES AN INSECT AN INSECT
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CREATE YOUR OWN INSECT
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FEEDING FRENZY!
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NOTES
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NOTES
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INSECTS IN THE ECO-SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
We share the earth, our home, with all living things. All living things are
interconnected – so we must take care of them. Our survival depends on it.
Conservation means “wise use”. We need to use the earth’s resources wisely so they
can support life for the future. If we do not look after the air, soil and water systems
there will be imbalances in the natural world, such as global warming.
WHAT IS AN ECOSYSTEM?
An ecosystem is a community of plants, animals and smaller organisms (like insects,
fungi, mosses and lichens) that live, feed, reproduce and interact (have an effect on
each other) in the same area or environment. An ecosystem includes all of the living
things (plants, animals and organisms) in a given area, interacting with each other,
and also with their non-living environments (weather, earth, sun, soil, climate, and
atmosphere).
For example, think about a little puddle of water in the bush. In it, you may find all
sorts of living things, from insects and plants. These may depend on non-living things
like water, sunlight and temperature, and even nutrients in the water for life.

It is easy to think that parts of an ecosystem stand by themselves. For instance, many
people think that if you cut down a tree, nothing else is affected. However, this is not
true. Cutting down that tree affects all the birds that lived in it, all the vegetation
growing beneath it that depended on its shade, and so on.
The organisms in an ecosystem interact just as people interact in a school. Each
organism has a role in the ecosystem. Each living thing in the ecosystem depends on
other living things. In a school setting, for example, children depend on teachers;
teachers depend on the principal; the principal depends on the government; and
so on.
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If we look at the example of the sun:







The sun plays a very important part in the ecosystem. It provides the energy for
all life on Earth and therefore is important for all Earth’s ecosystems.
Plants change sunlight into their own food, which they use to support their own
lives. This process is known as photosynthesis.
When animals eat plants, they eat this "ready-made" food, formed from energy
originally provided by the sun. The sun’s energy is therefore passed along to
them.
In this way, the sun’s energy fuels every living thing.
Nature is a master recycler. Nothing is ever wasted. When a tree dies, beetles
eat the wood and fungi break it down, returning nutrients to the soil for other
plants to use. Recycling is vital to the natural world, and we are a part of that
world, so we should recycle too.

All living things need energy to live – like a car needs petrol to run. Every time an
animal does something (eat, run or sleep) they use energy. They get energy from
the food they eat. Plants use sunlight, water and soil to get energy.
A food chain shows how each living thing gets food – and how nutrients and energy
are passed from creature to creature. Food chains begin with plant-life, and end
with animal-life. Some animals eat plants, some animals eat other animals. A simple
food chain could start with grass, which is eaten by rabbits. Then the rabbits are
eaten by jackals.

A FOOD CHAIN
All living things need food to give them the energy to grow and move. A food chain
shows how each living thing gets its food.
The sun is very important for all living things, without the sun the plants would not
grow, without plants there would be no animals.
It starts with grass (producer), which is eaten by locusts (primary consumer), which
are eaten by mice which are eaten by snakes (secondary consumers), which are
eaten by hawks (tertiary consumer). Energy is being passed from one animal to
another.
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After a hawk dies, decomposers
(like fungi, bacteria, insects) break
down the body, and turn it into
nutrients, which are released into
the soil. The nutrients (plus sun and
water) then cause the grass to
grow.
So food chains make a full circle, and energy is passed from plant to animal to
animal to decomposer and back to plant! There can be many links in food chains.
A food chain always:




Starts with a green plant (All plants are PRODUCERS.)
Which is eaten by an animal (All the animals in a food chain are CONSUMERS)
A food chain ends with a predator (The PREDATOR is at the top of the food
chain)

A FOOD WEB
A food web consists of many food chains. A food web shows the many different
paths plants and animals are connected.
For example: A hawk might also eat a mouse, a squirrel, a frog or some other animal.
The snake may eat a beetle, a caterpillar, or some other animal. And so on for all
the other animals in the food chain. A food web is several food chains connected
together. This is also known as a web of life.
Here is an example of a food web from savanna grasslands
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INSECTS AND THE WEB OF LIFE
Insects are very important in the web of life. Here are a few reasons why:


Insects pollinate many of our fruits, flowers, and vegetables. We would not have
much of the produce that we enjoy and rely on without the pollinating services of
insects. In fact, bees alone are responsible for one third of the crops we depend
on to survive!



Many insects burrow into soil, helping the soil to be aerated. These means that
oxygen and water can get into the soil and keep it full of nutrients and life.



Insects have tremendous economic importance – they produce honey, beeswax,
silk, and other useful products for example, which are sold and give people or
companies money.



Many insects are omnivorous, meaning that they can eat a variety of foods
including plants, fungi, dead animals, decaying organic matter, and nearly
anything they encounter in their environment.
o Insects are very important as decomposers. Without insects to help break
down and dispose of wastes, dead animals and plants would accumulate
in our environment and it would be messy indeed.



Many insects are predatory or parasitic, either on plants or on other insects or
animals. Such insects are important in nature to help keep pest populations
(insects or weeds) at a low level. We call this the balance of nature. Predatory and
parasitic insects are very valuable when they attack other animals or plants that
we consider to be pests.



Insects play an important role in the food web. They are the sole food source for
many amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. Insects themselves are harvested
and eaten by people in some cultures.



In spite of all their many positive attributes, some insects can cause problems.
Unfortunately, most people are more aware of the few insects that cause
problems than they are of the many beneficial insects (for example – we
immediately think of mosquitoes and malaria). Uninformed people think that all
insects are bad and all are in need of control. We must always keep in mind that
the good done by the many beneficial insects far outweighs any bad caused by
a few pest species.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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WHAT I CAN DO TO PROTECT INSECTS
AND THE ECO-SYSTEM
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MY PLEDGE TO THE ENVIRONMENT
I, ___________________________________________ promise that I am
going to do my very best to look after the environment.

I am going to do these three things, every day, to make a
difference to my environment:
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________

Sign: _______________________________ Date:___________________________________
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STORY TIME
King of the birds
Long ago when the world was new, Nkwazi, the great fish
eagle, called all the birds together.
“As you know,” he said, “Bhubesi the lion is king of the
beasts. But why should he speak for us birds? We need to
choose our own king … and as I am so majestic, I say it
should be me!”
All the birds began to chirp and chatter until one voice
rose above the others. “Nkwazi, you are majestic, it’s
true,” said the giant eagle owl, Khova. “But my huge eyes
see everything that happens. This makes me very wise –
and a king really needs wisdom!”
Again the birds twittered loudly, until the kori bustard, Ngqithi spoke. “I think I should
be king!” he said. “Kings need to be big and strong, and I am the largest bird of all.”
The birds began arguing about who should be king. Then a
shrill voice suddenly rose above the din, “Excuse me! Excuse
me!” It was tiny Ncede, the Neddicky bird. Although the
crowd laughed at his cheekiness, they allowed him to speak
– but none of them could believe it when he said that HE
should be king!
“And what exactly would make you a good king?” asked
Nkwazi, after they had all stopped laughing.
“Nothing really,” said Ncede, “but I should have as much
chance as anyone else!”
“All right,” said Nkwazi, “let’s have a competition!” All the birds liked this idea. They
agreed that on the first day after the full moon, when the sun touched the tip of the
highest mountain peak, they would all take to the air to see who could fly the highest.
The winner would become their king.
The big day arrived. The birds watched patiently as the sun rose. Though little Ncede
was determined to prove he could be king, he knew his wings were too weak to fly
very high.
So, just before the birds took off, he crept silently underneath Nkwazi’s wing feathers.
The fish eagle was so busy watching the sun that he didn’t feel a thing.
The instant the sun touched the tip of the mountain, the birds rose high into the sky.
Soon most of them grew tired, and only the fish eagle, the owl and the bustard were
left in the race.
Khova was the first to drop out. As he sank to the earth, Nkwazi and Ngqithi flew up
higher and higher … but after five minutes, the heavy bustard could go no further.
“Ah, Nkwazi,” he called sadly as he swooped to the ground, “you win!”
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“WHEEE-WHEEE-WHEEE!”
shrieked
the
fish
eagle
triumphantly, gathering his last drop of strength and
climbing a little higher. But suddenly he heard a taunting
voice. “Not so fast, Nkwazi!” chirped Ncede, shooting out
from under his wing and rising a little above him. “You
haven’t won yet!” Poor fish eagle! He was utterly
exhausted, and could climb no further. With a groan he fell
to the earth.
The birds were furious at Ncede’s trickery. As he hit the
ground, they rushed angrily at him – but before they could
act, the quick little bird zipped into a deserted snake hole.
“Come out!” screeched the birds, “and get the prize you
deserve!” But although they guarded the hole all night, Ncede stayed exactly where
he was.
“Let’s take turns to stand guard!” said Nkwazi in the morning.
Khova agreed to take the first watch while the others went off to
sleep or hunt. He waited for ages, but there was no sign of Ncede.
“My eyes are so strong,” he said to himself, “I only need one. I’ll
close my right eye and use my left.” A while later he swapped,
opening his right eye and closing his left. This went on for some
time, until finally he forgot to keep one of his eyes open and fell
fast asleep.
This was just what Ncede had been waiting for! Off he flew,
straight into the forest. “You fool!” shouted Nkwazi, who had
seen Ncede disappearing just as he came to relieve Khova,
“YOU FELL ASLEEP!”
Khova was so embarrassed that he decided to hunt by
night and sleep by day so that the other birds wouldn’t
have a chance to tease him. Meanwhile, Ncede flitters
about in the forest, never stopping long enough to be
caught. And who became king? Well, the truth is that the
birds were so upset with Ncede that they never chose a
king!
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The Grasshopper and the Ants
In a field one summer's day a grasshopper was
hopping about, chirping and singing to its
heart's content. A group of ants walked by,
grunting as they struggled to carry plump
kernels of corn.
"Where are you going with those heavy
things?" asked the grasshopper.
Without stopping, the first ant replied, "To our
ant hill. This is the third kernel I've delivered
today."
"Why not come and sing with me," teased the
grasshopper, "instead of working so hard?"
"We are helping to store food for the winter,"
said the ant, "and think you should do the
same."
"Winter is far away and it is a glorious day to play," sang the grasshopper.
But the ants went on their way and continued their hard work.
The weather soon turned cold. All the food lying in the field was covered with a thick
white blanket of snow that even the grasshopper could not dig through. Soon the
grasshopper found itself starving hungry.
He staggered to the ants' hill and saw them handing out corn from the stores they had
collected in the summer. He begged them for something to eat.
"What!" cried the ants in surprise, "haven't you stored anything away for the winter?
What in the world were you doing all last summer?"
"I didn't have time to store any food," complained the grasshopper; "I was so busy
playing music that before I knew it the summer was gone."
The moral of the story - There's a time for work and a time for play.
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WORD SEARCH
Try to find the following Conservation and Environmental words – they can be
side to side, up and down or diagonal.
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MY ARTWORK
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THINGS I SAW ON CAMP
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COLOUR IN
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We hope you have had fun with us on this
Children in the Wilderness camp.

You have learnt lots of new things you can
use in your everyday life and understand
much more about the environment you live in
and how precious it is to everyone and
everything.

We ask that you share the information with
your family and friends and community.
This is the way you will get to make a
difference.
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